
BOOK REVIEWS* 

Hethitisch-Deutsches Worterverzeichnis mit 
einem semasiologischen Index. By JOHANN 
TISCHLER. Innsbrucker Beitrage zur Sprach- 
wissenschaft, vol. 39. Innsbruck: Institut fur 
Sprachwissenschaft der Universitat Inns- 
bruck, 1982. Pp. iii + 153. 6S 280. 
This book does not and cannot claim to be 

a complete Hittite-German dictionary; its size, 
layout, and aim do not allow it to be such a 
work, and thus Tischler modestly calls it 
"W6rterverzeichnis" (henceforth HDW). In 
spite of these limitations, it does fill a gap in 
Hittitology, since J. Friedrich's Hethitisches 
Worterbuch is not only outdated but is also 
out of print,' and also because the ongoing 
Dictionary Projects in Munich and Chicago 
are progressing slowly. It will serve as a quick 
reference for students in their daily class prepa- 
ration without involving them in the "torment" 
of scholarly disputes which appear in the 
traditional dictionaries. To advanced Hittito- 
logists,2 however, the HDW offers only lim- 
ited aid, since they already have, or are 
expected to have, their own file system or at 
least to have interleaved the first edition of 
HW and made their own "W6rterverzeichnis," 
which is probably at least as comprehensive as 
Tischler's HD W. 

* Reviews appearing to date are: E. Neu, IF 89 
(1984): 301-7; Th. J. van den Hout, BiOr 41 (1984): 
431-36; M. Popko, Or. n.s. 54 (1985): 457; R. Sterne- 
mann, OLZ 81 (1986): 252-53. 

I The publisher Carl Winter Universitatsverlag, 
Heidelberg, considered reprinting HW1 some years 
ago. 

2 With some exceptions, especially in the semantic 
section. 

* Permission to reprint a book review in this 
section may be obtained only from the author. 

I would like to start this review with the 
warning to all the users of HD W that it is a 
tentative undertaking and has many short- 
comings which can be avoided only through 
an awareness of their existence. Some of these 
shortcomings are, of course, due to the nature 
of the subject not the fault of the author. 
First, the selection of the words and their 
cognates with their terse, general German 
rendering and without any discussion of 
semantics or any references makes it difficult 
to determine who proposed a given meaning 
and its reliability. Second, the exclusion of 
verba composita, i.e., verbs with so-called 
preverbs and the usage of particles which not 
only modify the meaning of lexemes but in 
some cases change it totally is another weak- 
ness. The stem of the words under which 
Tischler places his lexical entities is also often 
chosen arbitrarily. To me, however, the most 
serious flaw of the HD W is its exclusion of the 
words of non-Hittite origin, i.e., Sumerian 
and Akkadian logograms and, with many 
exceptions, Akkadian, Hurrian, and Hattic 
words, thus giving the curious impression that 
Hittite had only a restricted vocabulary, devoid 
of many important expressions, for as we 
know, a great deal of Hittite vocabulary con- 
sisted of words hidden behind logograms (for 
example, J. A. Knudtzon, without any knowl- 
edge of Hittite, could give an approximate 
translation of two letters from Amarna as 
early as 1902). This is rather like a French 
dictionary without words of Latin origin or an 
Ottoman dictionary without Arabic and Per- 
sian words. It is possible that Tischler intended 
this presentation, falling under the influence of 
the German custom of separating vocabulary 
into "German words" and "foreign words"; 
this method occurs in major dictionaries such 
as Duden. I would prefer that the foreign 
words or logograms not be given in a separate 
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section, as is done in the traditional diction- 
aries (HW,1 HW,2 CHD); instead, they might 
ideally be interwoven into the main body of 
the dictionary, as in E. H. Sturtevant's Hittite 
Glossary and early text editions by A. Goetze; 
after all, ancient speakers were not aware of 
the distinctions imposed by modern linguists. 

A short glance into the "semasiologischer 
Index," the most valuable and useful part of 
the book, clearly reflects a rather incomplete 
listing of words; for example under 3.1, the 
reader looks in vain for the words for "cow," 
"sheep," "pig," "horse," etc., animals which 
made up the most basic element of the Hittite 
economy. The words given, such as hawi- 
"Schaf," huntari- "Schwein?," iyant- "Schaf," 
maya- "Pferd," and pittiyauwas ANSE.KUR. 
RA.MES "Rennpferde," do not reflect the 
logograms UDU, SAH, and ANSE.KUR.RA; 
in the case of sheep, the complemented form 
UDU-un excludes both hawi- and iyant-. 

In the following I restrict my remarks to the 
words beginning with E, H, and I, since more 
Hittite words begin with these letters than 
with any other letters. I have checked these 
words in the files of the Chicago Hittite Dic- 
tionary Project,3 but, unless I indicate other- 
wise, the interpretations are my own. I shall 
note only the missing words (together with the 
most important textual reference) and the 
lexemes to which, in the meantime, a different 
meaning can be assigned.4 In doing so I 
certainly do not wish to discount the achieve- 
ments of Tischler's work but merely intend to 
show how much lexicographic work still re- 
mains to be done and how this work is really 
still in a state of flux. It is certain that 
Tischler's HDW will serve students of Hittite 
as a useful tool and quick reference book. We 
can only wish valeat quantum valere potest. 

3 The Hittite Dictionary Project at the Oriental 
Institute of the University of Chicago is partly 
supported by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. For the kind permission to use the 
lexical files, I would like to express my deepest 
thanks to Harry A. Hoffner. 

4 For the most recent references to the individual 
words, see the literature cited by N. Boysan-Dietrich 
and M. Marazzi, AfO 32 (1985): 212 ff. 

NINDAehippin(-)-: IBoT 3.90:2 

GISeya-, is, in my opinion, nothing other than 

juniper. 
TOGekul-: KBo 20.57 rev. 8. 
*elassar, beside the meaning "sign" as a time 

designation e-la-as-ni mehunni in fragmentary fest- 
ritual KBo 29.92 obv! ii 6; see CHD 111/3:241. 

(NA4)elluesSar: C. Watkins, MSS 45:255 n. 11 

proposes "snakepit, snake hole," or something 
similar. 

elwatiyatis: meaning unknown, appears in connec- 
tion with a billy-goat KUB 46.54 obv. 7. 

enna-: a verb expressing an action which is carried 
out on a statue of deity: ALAM DINGIRLIM en-na- 
an-zi KUB 22.40 rev. iii 8. Can the adj. enant- 
(HW 41) "zahm(??)" be related to this verb? 

ena- (Hurr.?): possibly name of an EZEN KUB 
42.105 rev. iv 12. 

enissan: "so" HW 41 has been accidentally 
omitted. 

epar-: the stem is uncertain, epar- active or ep(a)- 
middle, which is discussed in full by E. Neu, StBoT 
5:24. The meaning given "modellieren" is based on 
KBo 6.11 i 20 (Laws ?115) and was suggested to 
J. Friedrich by E. von Schuler only as a guess on 
the basis of the context (Friedrich, HG 63 n. 8; 
cf. also H. G. Giiterbock, JCS 5:70); there it ex- 
presses an action which is carried out on purut- 
"mud, clay" and results in being an alwanzatar 
"sorcery." This would not result necessarily in the 
meaning "to shape a (piece of) clay (into a magical 
image)." It is therefore better not to translate the 
word. 

epurai-: the meaning is according to N. Boysan- 
Dietrich, THeth 12:76-79 "planieren, einebnen," 
used in connection with construction plots. Note 
also epuressar in KBo 18.54 right edge 3. 

erelti- (Hurr. offering term): V. Haas and G. Wil- 
helm, AOAT 3:12. 

eribuski: name of an eagle made of gold KBo 
15.37 obv. i 21. 

eriranza: VBoT 30 obv? 8. 
eris: Bo 73/323 obv. ii 25. 
eruhi-: KBo 20.8 rev? 15, according to E. Neu, 

StBoT 26:39 "ein GefAB." 
esarasila-: the context in the text does not indicate 

the given meaning ("eine Pflanze"): zik DISTAR-is 
esarasilaSmaS arisand[an] GIM-an duwarniskit KUB 
24.7 ii 6; cf. H. G. Gtiterbock, JAOS 103:162 
(without suggested meaning). 

eshaniya-: G. Beckman, StBoT 29 (1983): 182. 
esharwesk- (s. v. eshar): does not mean only 

"blutig machen, mit Blut beschmieren," but "to 
become, to turn red," said of apples KUB 28.6 obv. 
lIb; cf. S. de Martino, AoF 13:212 f. relating it 
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to the verb isharisk- "ammalarsi, contrarre la malat- 
tia di Ishara," i.e., "to be afflicted with Ishara 
disease." 

(D)etmari-: a vessel made of silver or bronze, Luw. 
itmari-, E. Laroche, DLL 53 "recipient cultuel"; 
KBo 29.4 obv. i 20; KBo 19.142 ii 13, 19, iii 28, 
29, 32, cf. DItmarius KUB 6.37 obv. 14; KUB 7.38 
obv. 15. 

etna: Hurr. offering term, KUB 15.65 obv. iii 21, 
rev. iv 7; KUB 2'7.48 + KUB 40.97 + rev. iv 7. 

ewali-/uwala-: seems to be an epithet for Tawan- 
anna or an adj. related to her, VAT 7481 rev. iv 10, 
16, 27; KBo 20.67 + KBo 17.88 iii 36. H. C. 
Melchert, IF 91:107 ff., takes it as an adj. to the 
uncertain noun uwa-, according to him, "nurse"; 
this view and his farfetched etymological explana- 
tions, however, are unsatisfactory and are to be 
rejected. 

ha-: Tischler does not explain why he subsumes 
the juridical term hanna- "to judge" under this 
lexeme as its causative form. 

This hypothetical etymological cognition, the so- 
called -na- Kausativum, goes back to H. Kronasser, 
EHS 562; Tischler himself in his HEG 146 f. found 
this vague etymology problematic because "-n- in 
hanna- moglicherweise wurzelhaft ist." Moreover, 
he does not indicate this cognate sub hanna- 
(cf. HEG 121). 

SALhahhallalla-: KBo 20.68 i 7 with dupl. KBo 
20.112 i 3; cf. F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, pro- 
fessioni e dignita, p. 385. hahharsanant- is evidently 
participle to hahhars- "to laugh" (HW 45). In 
erimhug Bogh. KBo 26.20 ii 33 its Akk. equivalent is 
su-uh-hu, which CAD S 235 renders as "smiling, 
laughing." Tischler's translation "bose, Schurke," 
which is taken from HW 45, must be replaced in 
this sense. 

URUDUhahki-: KBo 13.58 ii 19. 
EZEN hlahrannaS: for its possible meaning, see 

below s. v. hahratar and also H. A. Hoffner. English 
Hitt. Glossary, under "festivals." 

hahratar: KUB 30.54 obv. ii 10, etc., belongs to 
the verb hahriya- q. v. and means "fondling, ca- 
ressing, tenderness, affection, compassion." 

hahriya-: does not only mean "kratzen, scharren, 
harken" (cf. in the sense of "to comb" KUB 24.11 
rev. iii 9 with dupl. KUB 24.9 iii 18) but also "to 
touch affectionately, to stroke, to caress, to fondle," 
according to KUB 24.7 iii (61), iv 29-31 (obj. the 
exposed child); KUB 24.8 i 14 (obj. panku huitar); 
1703/c + 2256/c + 1700/c obv. 18b, and conse- 
quently "to tickle, to incite" and then "to annoy, to 
provoke" (also in a sexual sense in the dreams of 
Puduhepa?), according to KUB 31.71 obv. iii 6; 
KUB 48.118 i 14. 
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[LUha]hriatalla-: KBo 11.48 obv. 9. 
NINDAhahhumeni-: KBo 20.94:3; H. Otten 

and C. Riister, KBo 20 p. ix, read LU.MES 
URUHahhumenes "men of Hahha," although the 
copy does clearly show NINDA. 

hahhuwai-: verb of unknown meaning KUB 36.89 
obv. 30, cf. V. Haas, KN 167. 

NA4haya-: KBo 30 12 obv. i 10 and passim, 
I. Singer, StBoT 27:79, n. 62, with its reduplicated 
variant haiyahaiya- 428/s obv. i 4. 

GIShaisa-: KBo 2.12 ii 19, cf. H. Ertem, Flora 156. 
LUhaggazuel-: KBo 5.11 + KUB 26.23 i 14. 
hakkitiuwa: Hattic exclamation in the ritual IBoT 

1.29, obv. 30. 
DUGhaktu[(-): KBo 25.79 rev? iv 10, E. Neu, 

StBoT 26:42. 
halahihi: V. Haas and G. Wilhelm, AOAT 3 106. 
SISKUR halalaza: 0. Carruba, StBoT 2:10; pos- 

sibly belongs to halai- "rein" (H. A. Hoffner). 
hallanniya-: it is difficult to see any reason why 

Tischler takes this verb as causative of halai- q. v. 
halanza(i)-: "to threaten, to menace" H. A. Hoff- 

ner, RHA 76:8, n. 17. 
<hallapa-: KUB 16.2:9, Laroche, DLL 38. 
balapsihi: Haas and Wilhelm, AOAT 3:120. 
<halapuwant-: KBo 4.10 obv. 20. 
hallagsa-: KBo 11.40 i 22; KUB 2. 1 ii 7; the same 

word in KBo 8.73 obv. ii 5? 
halehare (Hattic?): KBo 20.3 rev. 2, Neu, StBoT 

26.42. 

balegsiyar: KBo 1.53:11 
halhalwalig: KBo 1.44 +i 39, H. Otten and 

W. von Soden, StBoT 7:10, 12. 
hali-: add 0. Carruba, StBoT 2:24, "portion." 
hali(ya)-: for both of the lexemes "Hiirde, Vieh- 

hof" and "Wache, Nachtwache," F. Pecchioli Daddi, 
OA 14:110 ff.; and A. Stiel, Direktif Metni, pp. 134 ff. 
propose to take it as a single word with the meaning 
"watch, night-watch." The texts cited by Suel 1. c. 
indeed only confirm this meaning. 

halli-: add "Tag(?)" HW 2. Erg. 10. 
balliyara- (presumably an oracular bird): KUB 

50.1 rev. iii 7. 
SISKUR haliyatt-: DDL 39. 
halistarni (epithet of Istar?): KUB 27.1 ii 62. 
baliwara- (adj. characterizing a sheep): KBo 

11.72+ iii21. 
halkeStaru-: KUB 36.89 rev. 55 is rather to be 

taken as being two different words: halki- "barley" 
and taru- "tree, wood" instead of the given con- 
jectural meaning "Wohlergehen"; cf. V. Haas, KN 
174, who takes it as Nominalkompositum. 

NINDAhaluwiya(-): KUB 53.47 obv. 6. 
halupa(i)-: in appan halupanteg ("bent back"?) 

KUB 7.53 + KUB 12.56 i 44, Tunn 8 f. 
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halwatnazza- (verb): KUB 36.89 rev. 39, V. Haas, 
KN 167. 

[ (-)]hammarai-: KBo 13.13 rev. 1, K. Riem- 

schneider, StBoT 9:62. 
hammasa-: is not "kleines Kind," but "grandchild" 

according to E. Laroche, OLZ 1962:29, "petits- 
enfants," whose French was misunderstood first by 
J. Friedrich and then by J. Tischler; see A. Goetze, 
JCS 22:18. 

()hamri- add hamrawanni-: "habitante du hamri," 
E. Laroche, NH 260; Haas and Wilhelm, AOAT 
3:116. 

hanhaniSaSAR: KUB 51.18 obv. 14. 

hantantiyali-: the meaning "Handwerksmann, 
Kleinburger" is based on the supposed equation 
with LUGISTUKUL (F. Sommer, HAB 132 f.) and 
is very doubtful; cf. R. Beal, Ph.D. diss., University 
of Chicago, 1986, pp. 147-219, esp. 205, n. 637. 

hantiyara-: a place in the riverbed where the fish 
can live, therefore possibly "backwater" KBo 3.8 
rev. iii 2, 19, 21; cf. h]antiyaraes in KBo 12.101:9 
and hantiyarahha- as a designation of gold in KUB 
40.102 obv. i 18. 

LUbantipsuwa: F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, p. 65. 
hanteura(i)- (verb): "to copy (a tablet), abschrei- 

ben"?: DUB.22.KAM kuit URUgapinuwaz ute[r] 
[n]asta ke DUB.BA.HI.ATIM apizza [arh]a ha-an- 
te-u-ra-u-en KBo 21.44 rev. 12-14; KBo 21..43 rev. 
iv 5-7; cf. KBo 22.84:9. 

hantezummar/hantezumna-: H. Otten and V. Sou- 
cek, StBoT 8:95; H. A. Hoffner, BiOr 38:650. 

GIShanza(n)-: the context is very difficult and 

fragmentary; thus it is hardly possible to assign the 

meaning "Schneidewerkzeug"; see N. Boysan- 
Dietrich, THeth 12:125. 

(*hapallaS) "skull": H. A. Hoffner, RHA 72:34 f.; 
JA OS 87:184. 

hapallis: KBo 20.107 + obv. i. 6. 
hapalliyant-: KUB 31.100 obv. 20. 
hapalliyatar: KUB. 7.16 rev. 5, 7, 19; HT 44 obv. 

10; 771/t:6. 
bapanuSa (Hattic exclamation): KUB 25.37 obv. 

i 5, iii 30. 

hapa-/hapanzi-: E. Laroche, Fs. Otten, p. 183, 
n. 12. 

TU7hapanziri: KUB 53.17 obv. ii 19, H. A. Hoffner, 
Fs. Guterbock, p. 118, n. 22. 

hapanzuwar: "reliability, dependability," KBo 1.42 
i 43, MSL 13:133. 

GIShap?-par?-za: KUB 46.39 iii 11 with par. KUB 
46.42 iv 12. 

<hapazuwalatar: KUB 24.7 iv 51, cf. DLL 41. 
hapiti: KBo 13.262:5. 
(GI)bhapsalli-, hasalli-: does not only mean 

"Schemel" but also in accordance with its Akkadian 
equivalent GISK/GANNU, H. Otten and C. Ruster, 

KBo 30 p. V ad no. 147, "wooden rack for storing 
earthen containers; potstand...," etc., CAD K, 
p. 154. 

hapkiri (pair of draft animals?): IBoT 1.29 obv. 
37 with dupl. 141/s, A. Jnal, Or. n.s. 54:426, n. 33. 
H. A. Hoffner prefers to read as ha-pu-ut-ri and 
connects it with (KUS)happutri- "a team (of animals)." 

haptan[u-: KUB 31.76 obv. 14; KUB 33.119: 
10, 12. 

bapusessar: "(arrow) shaft" C. Watkins, Fs. Neu- 
mann, p. 456. 

bappuwalasha-: KBo 1.42 obv. 39, lexical text, 
Sum. and Akk. section broken. 

harauni-: var. of harnau- "birth-stool," G. Beckman 
StBoT 29:268. 

bariya-: "to bury," H. Otten and V. Soucek, StBoT 
8:48 f., 75. 

bariyantieyassa-: KUB 9.31 i 16, 19. 
harinumma: KBo 12.59 rev. iv 4. 

harissit(-)sa[n: Bo 5977 obv. iii 5, I. Singer, 
StBoT 28:18. 

harki-: "silver(??)" H. A. Hoffner, JCS 22:41 f. 
harmahi-: (Luwian) "head" KUB 32.8 rev. iii 11; 

KUB 35.25:1, E. Laroche, DLL 42; cf. <harmahizzi 
KBo 26.228 obv. i 9; KUB 50.50:14. 

harme-: KUB 43.29 iii 7. 
<harmima-: KBo 4. 10 obv. 28, Laroche, DLL 42. 
harmina-: KBo 11.48 obv. 5; 241/r obv? 3, 7. 
harnai-: because of the multivalent sign HAR/ 

HUR/MUR, the reading and meaning are not 
certain; cf. G. Beckman, StBoT 29:102 ff. harnai-SAR; 
see H. Ertem, Flora 157; E. Neu, StBoT 26:55 
n. 263. Is it the same word as hurnaya-SAR, which is 
cited on p. 24? 

harnanti-: KBo 19.142 ii 11. 
harnuwassi- (adj.): "of the birth stool" G. Beck- 

man, StBoT 29:269. 
harsattanaSSAR: C. Burde, StBoT 19:61. 
DUGharsi-: add the form DUGharsusa KBo 14.142 

obv. i 21 and cf. Y. Coskun, Kap Isimleri, p. 17. 

LUhartagga-: F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, 
pp. 233 f. 

hartissi- (epithet of Hepat): KUB 54.47:8. 
hardupi- (epithet of Imralli): KUB 46.18 obv. 9. 
haruwa (a reading of KASKAL?): KBo 27.202:32. 
LUharwant-: H. A. Hoffner, BiOr 33:336 f. 
harzannis: Bo 5093 rev? iii 4, H. Otten, StBoT 

15:21. 
LOhasammili-: KUB 44.43 obv. 7, 12. 
hassanupalla-: G. Beckman, StBoT 29:232. 
<hashanna- (verb): KBo 2.7 rev. 26, E. Laroche, 

DLL 43. 
hashas-: according to KUB 7.13 obv. 5 ff., it 

means contra Carter, JNES 44:139 ff. "to grate, to 
scratch" (H. G. Giiterbock), similar to arrira-, also 
"sharpen by abrasion" R. Beal, Ph.D. diss., pp. 440 f. 
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(GlS)hasi(n)ga-, H. Otten, HTR 134 with n. 2. 

bhasmusalliya-: = qu-u nu-na-tu = [.]x DIS, 
Erimhus Bogazkoy, KBo 1.44 + KBo 13.1 + Munich 
i 51, H. G. Giiterbock, MSL 17:104. 

hasulathi: Hurr. epithet of Hepat KBo 11.5 ii 9. 
EZEN hassumas: see most recently I. Hoffman, 

Or. n.s. 52:98 ff.; V. G. Ardzindba, Oikumene 5.91 ff., 
with two different interpretations. 

hassunga-: "sieve(?) CHD 3/3:265; cf. A. Kam- 
menhuber, HippHeth, 312 f. 

hassu(n)ga(i)-: according to KUB 53.11 obv. ii 17 
(C. Burde, StBoT 19:30-31; V. Haas and G. Wil- 
helm, AOAT 3:319 ), probably "to strain, to cull, to 
separate, to sieve" (CHD 3/3:265), rather than "als 
ein bestimmtes Pferdefutter geben" (HW 3. Erg. 14); 
cf. also V. Haas and J. Thiel, AOAT 31:316 f. ("to 
knead"). 

hatai- (an object made of gold): KUB 42.42 obv. i 
15, 17; cf. S. Kosak, THeth 10:60; J. Siegelova, 
Verwaltungspraxis 11:470 f. 

hatarku (a kind of grain): Bo 3123 rev. iv 6. 
GIShatinz[i(-): KBo 14.102 right col. 6. 
GIShatramiel: KUB 55.35 obv. 5. 
GIShatuli-: KBo 18.170a rev. 7; KUB 48.119 rev. 8. 
*hatusa(i)-(?): verb of unknown meaning in ha- 

tu-sa?-an esdu KUB 36.55 obv. ii 12. 
LUhatwaya-: F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, pp. 234 f. 
hazziSAR: KUB 36.49 obv. i 3. 
LU'MEShazinirtalles: F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, 

p. 235. 

hemas-x[(-): KUB 55.43 iii 22. 
GlShenapi-: a weapon or implement (of a deity), 

KBo 23.47 iii 4 with dupl. 125/r iii 1; KUB 34.87 obv. 
11, R. Beal, Ph.D. diss., p. 682. 

<hesalla-: KBo 4.14 iii 15. 
hesni- (utensil made of bronze): KBo 18.167 rev. 8. 
hikirmahi-: KBo 13.49 right col. 9. 
hilistarni- (often in (h)isuwa-festivals): cf. H. Otten, 

ZA 71:129. 
hilipsiman: H. Berman, JCS 34:126. 
GlShinzi-: KUB 48.88 obv. 4f., cf. CHD 3/1:29. 
(GIS)huimpa-: "Fulboden"?; it is uncertain; see N. 

Boysan-Dietrich, THeth 12:33 f. 
huipayatt-: note the remark of Friedrich ("sehr 

zweifelhaft") in HW 71 after the citation of the 
conjectural meaning "Riicklosigkeit." 

huipi-: KBo 23.57 iv 16, 17. 
huirpala-: KBo 30.164 rev. iv 6. 
huittessar: could possibly mean a "cramp" (in 

illness); see A. tUnal, Belleten 175:490, with n. 98. 
KAS hulhul- (quality of beer): KUB 55.60 iv 15. 
LUhulhula: "boxer," F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, 

p. 54. 
UZUhulhuli-: "fist" KBo 23.97 i 5. 
hultai-: "to make an incantation" KUB 29.1 ii 31, 

A. Goetze, ANET 358. 

LUhuldala-: E. Neu, StBoT 26:69. 
hulubas: cf. CHD 3/1:84a. 
TUGhunipa-: Kosak, THeth 10:214. 

bunipis(a)-: V. Haas and L. Jacob Rost, AoF 
11:89 f.; Ph. Houwink ten Cate, Anatolica 11:69. 

hunisa-, E. Neu, StBoT 25:33; StBoT 26:70. 
(NA4)huppani-: V. Haas and J. Thiel, AOAT 

31:342. 

LUhupuphup-: F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, 236 f. 
(GIS)huppi(y)alla-: KUB 31.77 ii 16; HT 34 rev. 8; 

KUB 48.126:24; KBo 2.2 i 53. 
hupiyati: KBo 29.207:6. 

hupipassi-: KBo 29.172:9. 
GlShu(p)pitanu- or huppitanuwa- (H. A. Hoffner): 

the reading is based on unpublished Bo 3640 i 12, 14 
cited by H. Ertem, Flora 157 f. In the other texts, 
the word appears with or without GIS and seems to 
be a noun paired with canals, KUB 40.61:1 (+ KUB 
13.28:5); KUB 31.84 iii 58; cf. H. A. Hoffner, apud 
R. Beal, Ph.D. diss., p. 123, n. 446. 

MUSENhurri or better HURRI: certainly to be 
identified with bustard (Turk. toy, Ger. Trappe), the 
only large bird living even today in the Cukurova 
region. 

huript(e)-: verb of unknown meaning KUB 45.46:9. 
huript(a)-: "Wuste, Steppe"; the stem is not 

burip(a)-. 
TU7hurti-: KBo 20.107 (+ KBo 23.50) iii 11, 14 20, 

cf. E. Neu, IF 86:349. 
hurupan: bel madgalti, A i 23, E. von Schuler, 

Dienstanw. 53. 
hurussi: V. Haas, ChS I:ll. 
TUGhuwalta[ :KUB 54.5 ill. 
LU.MEShuwadalanzi: F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, 

pp. 236 f. 
yawis: KBo 26.34 i 10. 
(UDU)iyant-: the meaning "Schaf" is not sure; it 

must denote a special kind of sheep, H. A. Hoffner, 
Aula Orientalis (Paskuwatti) (forthcoming). 

iyata- in iyatas mehuni: KBo 18.133 obv. (ii?), 
2,8. 

LUiyattissami: KUB 31.58 rev. 7; KUB 31.63 
rev. 17. 

iyawaniyawant-: E. Neu, StBoT 5:67. 
iyauwa- (an exclamation): KUB 39.104 + iv 10, 

etc., H. C. Melchert, Studies in Hittite Phonology, 
p. 15. 

ikameshiya: KUB 47.87 obv. 8. 
ikuli: KUB 24.7 i 21 is not a Hittite word, and the 

given meaning "felderweise, nach Feldern" ("accord- 
ing to fields") does not make any sense; this meaning 
is obviously taken from H. Kronasser, EHS 360. I 
would prefer to read it IKU-li. 

ikunant- in UZU ikuna-, ikuna- UZU [not 
Uzuikunant-!]: KBo 10.36 rev. 3; KBo 11.38 rev. v 3; 
KBo 4.9 v 47 means, contra I. Singer, StBoT 
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28:130, not "(a meat") but "cold meat"; cf. ik- 
kunaunaggin in KUB 9.6 + KUB 35.39 iv 13. 

TUGikkuwaniya: KUB 42.27:7; KUB 42.16 obv. 
ii 9, etc.; cf. S. Kosak, THeth. 10:216. 

imrasSiS: KUB 30.57 + 59 left col. 3. 
GI9innassa-: "beam, joist" KUB 29.1 rev. iii 14; 

KUB 55.28 + Bo 7740 rev. iii 2; cf. also KUB 
35.148 + iii 24, A. Unal, JCS 40: 104 f. 

ipandu-: KBo 29.211 rev? 6; KUB 33.119 + 120 
iv 26. 

(GI9)ippiya-: cf. eppiyas muris KUB 57.110 ii 8, 
translated by A. Archi, KUB 57, p. iv "eine Traube 
von der Weinrebe"; cf. also CHD 3/3:331. 

ipul- and (SlG)ipulli-: must be listed as one word 
(SfG/TUG)ipu(l)1(i)-; the given meaning "Griff, Hand- 
griff (etwas aus Wolle)" is also uncertain; cf. G. Beck- 
man, StBoT 29:104 if. 

ipurau-: KBo 18.181 obv. 15, rev. 30. 
irhait-: does not exist in files of the Chicago 

Hittite Dictionary Project. 
GISirriyaz: KBo 11.32 obv. 20. 
irkiya- (Hurrian name of a bird): KBo 11.7 

obv. 10. 
issanapi? (a utensil made of iron?): KBo 16.80 + 

rev. iii g. 
issaralladdara GUSKIN: KUB 42.28 obv. ii 19. 
iSarattanaS: KBo 18.153 obv. 7. 
iSsaSeS (designation of field): KBo 19.20:9, 11. 
ighetka- in iShetkas LAL: "honey of the wasp?," 

KBo 21.82 iv 10. 
ighuna(i)-: the given meaning "degradieren, einem 

niedrigen Stand zuweisen" is guessed according to 
the context of the Laws ?175 (cf. F. Sommer, HAB, 
p. 164, n. 1) and is not obligatory. The context 
would also allow the meaning "to hurl, to shoot," 
and possibly the sense of "to dismiss, to throw, to 
push aside (children)" as well. 

GISgikissana-: "joist," my suggestion; see s.v. 
innassa- 

G1liSparuzzi-: "roof batten," my suggestion; see 
s. v. innassa-. 

UzuiSpiSduwara-, S. Kosak, THeth 10:150. 
i9tantai-: add the causative istantanu-, KUB 

48.122 + KUB 15.5 i 3; KUB 50.59b:1; KUB 52.72 
rev. 5. 

igtark-/istarkiya-: add the verbal substantive 
istarkiyauwar, KBo 14.98 i 10. 

i9teha-: I. Singer, StBoT 28.143. 
ithi- (a filthy substance comparable to marSaStarri- 

or idalu-): cf. KBo 23.1 + ABoT 28 + 29 obv. i 14, ii 
20-26. 

idu-: KUB 33.59 iv 10. 
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izzihiya- (epithet of the Storm God): KBo 24.72 
+ KBo 27.201 obv. ii 10. 

izziya- (verb): VBoT 133 obv. 7. 

AHMET ONAL 

Universitat Miinchen 

Classical Arab Islam: The Culture and Heri- 
tage of the Golden Age. By TARIF KHALIDI. 
Princeton: The Darwin Press, 1985. Pp. 158. 
The "golden age" of Islam (first/seventh- 

sixth/thirteenth centuries) is the theme of 
Tarif Khalidi's work. It provides a framework 
that will enable the reader to understand the 
significance of contemporary Arab Islamic life 
and thought, the roots of which go back more 
than a thousand years. 

The book is based on a series of lectures 
delivered at the University of Michigan, Ann 

Arbor, in 1978, and is aimed at the more 
advanced students of classical Islam. There 
are eleven chapters: (1) "The Foundations" 
(pp. 13-20), (2) "God and His Message" 
(pp. 21-34), (3) "Muhammad and His Com- 
munity" (pp. 35-50), (4) "Islamic Paideia" 
(pp. 51-58), (5) "Attitudes Towards the Past" 
(pp. 59-66), (6) "The Mystic Quest" (pp. 67- 
78), (7) "The Place of Reason" (pp. 79-92), (8) 
"The World of Nature" (pp. 93-102), (9) "The 
Governance of the Umman" (p. 103-16), (10) 
"Ibn Khaldun-The Great Synthesis" (pp. 117- 
26), (11) "Past and Present in Contemporary 
Arabic Thought" (pp. 127-34). 

These chapters reflect the four basic themes 
Khalidi discusses: 
(1) personality: examining Arab Islamic cul- 
tural circuity in terms of the historical whole; 
(2) relationship: Arab Islamic culture and the 
historic societies which produced it (i.e., the 
sociology of Islamic culture); 
(3) emphasis: the "moral challenge" (Marshall 
Hodgson's terminology) facing Arab Islamic 
culture; 
(4) terminology: the use of proper terms to 
describe the historical perspective of Arab 
Islamic culture in human history. 

In his early chapters, Khalidi discusses the 
foundations of Islam on four different levels: 
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